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Overview

Identify
Understand which data 
needs protection and how 
exposed it is. 

Data security with Netwrix
Netwrix solutions empower you to accurately identify sensitive, regulated and mission-critical information 
and apply access controls consistently, regardless of where the information is stored. By reducing the exposure 
of sensitive data, promptly detecting policy violations and suspicious user behavior, you can minimize the risk of 
data breaches and ensure regulatory compliance.

Protect
Minimize the risk of a data 
breach. 

Detect
Promptly detect data 
security threats. 

Respond
Make faster and more 
informed incident response 
decisions.

Recover
Facilitate the recovery
of key data and learn
from past incidents.

Comply
Achieve and prove
regulatory compliance.



Understand which data needs protection and how exposed it is

Identify and classify sensitive data, both structured and unstructured, and data and infrastructure risks that might 
endanger its security.

Minimize the risk of a data breach

See who has access to what and proactively remediate the overexposure of sensitive, regulated and 
mission-critical data.

Promptly detect data security threats

Spot abnormal user behavior and policy violations that threaten data security.

Make faster and more informed incident response decisions

Reduce mean time to respond to data security threats and contain incidents.

Facilitate the recovery of key data and learn from past incidents

Achieve and prove regulatory compliance

hard evidence.
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Understand which data needs protection 
and how exposed it is  

Classify and tag both unstructured and 
structured data regardless of its location so 
you can prioritize the security of sensitive 
information. Apply security policies consistently 
across multiple data repositories.

Prioritize the security of 
sensitive data across 
multiple data silos

See which pieces of sensitive data
are most at risk so you can prioritize 
remediation of those risks. Discover 
sensitive information that is exposed
to a large number of users without a 
business need or that is stored in an 
unsecure location. 

Identify overexposed 
sensitive data

Sensitive Files Count by Source

Content source Categories Files count

\\fs1\Finance

\\fs1\HR

GDPR

GDPR

GDPR

1300

585

715

1085

952

1500

250
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Overexposed Files and Folders

Object path Categories

GDPR

GDPR

GDPR

Group Name: Everyone
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Understand which data needs protection 
and how exposed it is 

Identify both data and infrastructure security gaps, such as a large number of directly assigned permissions or too 
many inactive user accounts. Continuously evaluate these security metrics and focus on what’s most important.

Assess data and infrastructure security risks

Risk Assessment – Overview                                                                            
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Users and Computers

Permissions

Data

Risk name Current value Risk level

Risk Assessment – Overview                                                                            



Risk Assessment – Overview                                                                            

If access controls around sensitive data are 
not risk-appropriate, automatically remove 
all rights to read or modify this information 
from global access groups like Everyone.

Immediately lock down 
sensitive data that is 
overexposed
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Minimize the risk of a data breach 

If a sensitive document pops up in an 
unexpected location, automatically move it
to a quarantine area until you can determine 
where it should be stored and who should 
have access to it.

Automatically quarantine 
sensitive data to reduce 
the risk of a breach or loss Enabled

Action:
Destination:

No

No

Source Type:
Sources:

SharePoint

Disabled

?

Workflow  >  \\fs1\Accounting  >  Update Permissions

GDPR > UK passport Classified

Conditions 

Rule Conditions Edit

Rule 1

Enabled:

+

Showing 1 record(s)Copy  |  CSV |  XLSX

i

Conditions Include Children Criteria

Rule Actions Addi

Action Parameters

Update Permissions RemoveAccessFrom=Everybody, GrantAccessTo=J.Smith, 
GrantAccessPermissionLevel=Full Control, 
RemoveInheritedPermissions=false

Edit  |  Delete

Edit Action

Action Type Update Permissions

Save Cancel

Remove Access From Everyone

Grant Access To J.Smith

Grant Access Permission Level Full Control

Remove Inherited Permissions

Risk Assessment – Overview                                                                            
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Minimize the risk of a data breach 

See who has access to what sensitive data and how they got that access, and enable data owners to regularly verify 
that these rights are in line with business needs. If they aren’t, remove excessive permissions to enforce the 
least-privilege principle and keep risk at an acceptable level.

Streamline regular privilege attestations

Sensitive File and Folder Permissions Details 

Account Permissions Means Granted

Account Permissions Means Granted

Categories: GDPR, PCI DSS

Categories: GDPR
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Minimize the risk of a data breach

Redact sensitive 
information based
on corporate policy

information by automatically redacting 
sensitive content from documents if there’s 
no business requirement for it to be there. 
Maintain productivity by keeping the rest
of the document intact.

Non-sensitive items tagged by mistake
do not require protection. Optimize your 

accuracy of your data loss prevention 
(DLP) tool using the high-precision 

Increase the precision
of your DLP solution

Recent Tagging
The “Recent Tagging” graph requires the “Auto-Classification Change Log” feature to be enabled 
(Config -> Classifier)

Url:

Dashboard

Content Distribution

Recent Tagging

Index Analysis

Term Cloud

Classification Reports

Clue Building Reports

Document Reports

System Reports

Taxonomy:

AMEX

Diners Club

Discover

JCB

Mastercard

UnionPay

VISA

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No filter

All

Display Period: Past Week

Apply filters

Core

Communication

Metadata

Redaction

      Redaction Plans

      Entity Groups

      Entities

System

Text Processing
Plan Name VISA Redaction

Enabled Redaction Text [PCI DSS REGULATED INFORMATION]

VISA Redaction

Plan Name NLP Redaction Regex Redaction

NLP Redaction

Edit  |  Delete

Delete 

Search...

Details

Enabled Redaction Text [PCI DSS REGULATED INFORMATION]

Regex Redaction

Excluded Clues

Add



Continuously monitor the activity of 
privileged users across all systems to 
ensure that they follow internal policies 
and don’t abuse their privileges to access, 
modify or delete sensitive data without 
being caught.

Establish strict 
accountability over the use 
of privileged accounts
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Promptly detect data security threats

Detect any changes to access rights or group 
membership so you can assess whether any 
permissions to sensitive data have been 

revert any improper changes to reduce risk. 

Stay on top of privilege 
escalation

Data Access Trend

7/27/2018 7/28/2018 7/29/2018 7/30/2018 7/31/2018 08/1/2018 08/2/2018

ACTIVITY BY DATE

MODIFICATIONS READS

DELETIONS

0 50 100 150 200 250

0 10 20 30 40

0 50 100 150 200

Reads Deletions

Administrative Group Membership Changes

Action Member WhenWho

R.Ferrano

Group name: \ENTERPRISE\Users\Domain Admins

Action Member WhenWho

Group name: \ENTERPRISE\Users\Domain Admins
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Promptly detect data security threats

Carefully monitor the activity of third-party 
user accounts in any system or application, 
even if it doesn’t produce any logs,

any time a vendor does something outside
of their scope of activity, since their 
unauthorized actions could put your data 
at risk.

Keep third-party activity 
under close scrutiny

Get alerted about signs of possible 
ransomware activity, such as a large 

user account responsible to stop the 

that account has access to across your 
network. 

Detect ransomware 
attacks in progress Possible ransomware activity

Netwrix Auditor 

Who Object type Action What Where When

WHO ACTION WHAT WHEN WHERE

SEARCH

10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1Activated

10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1Activated

Search

Data source “User Activity (Video)”



Promptly detect even subtle signs of possible data security threats in progress, such as unusual logons or users 
accessing sensitive data they haven’t accessed before. Easily identify and investigate the users who pose the most 
risk with an aggregated view of the anomalous activity by each individual.

Detect compromised accounts and malicious insiders
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Promptly detect data security threats

User 

ENTERPRISE\A.Tomlinson

ENTERPRISE\L.Fishborn

ENTERPRISE\M.Lopez

ENTERPRISE\A.Jovahni

ENTERPRISE\J.Weiner

ENTERPRISE\L.Wilmore  

10/10/2018  7:27:02 AM

10/8/2018    7:25:20 AM

10/6/2018    7:28:11 AM

10/5/2018    7:29:32 AM

10/2/2018    7:26:14 AM

10/1/2018    7:19:29 AM

Last alert time

Behavior Anomalies

Last 7 days

View profile

View profile

View profile

View profile

View profile

View profile

1000

500

9/10/20189/9/20189/8/20189/7/2018 9/11/2018 9/12/2018 9/13/2018

RISK SCORE TIMELINE

Risk score

725

630

385

215

145

98
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Make faster and more informed incident
response decisions
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involving sensitive data: Understand 
exactly what happened, how it happened, 
who was behind it and which pieces of 

context to formulate the best possible 
response to the incident. 

Streamline incident 
investigation

React to data security threats faster by 
automating response to anticipated 
incidents. Provide initial incident support 
and enable faster, more accurate investiga-
tions by integrating Netwrix into your 
SecOps process.

Reduce the mean time to 
respond

ToolsWHO ACTION WHAT WHEREWHEN

Read

Who

Activity record details

DetailsObject type Action What When

Read

Copied

Removed

Search

SEARCH Advanced modeOpen in new window

Who ” 

172.17.2.39

Account details

+12025550177

All Alerts Mass Data Removal from SharePointHome

Enter parameters
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Make faster and more informed incident
response decisions

Analyze how much data a malicious insider or a compromised account had access to and exactly which pieces of 

Determine and report the severity of a data breach

Activity Related to Sensitive Files and Folders

Action Object type When

fs1

What Who

M.Smith

fs1

M.Smith
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Facilitate the recovery of key data
and learn from past incidents

Inventory your data and see where the 
most sensitive or valuable data is 
located. Create information recovery 
plans that prioritize the restoration of 
that data.

Understand the value and 
sensitivity of data to plan 
information recovery 
processes

mission-critical data was corrupted during 
an attack and prioritize its recovery. See 
who had what access to those documents 
to get your business users back up and 
running as soon as possible.

Get back up and running 
faster by prioritizing the 
recovery of key data

Sensitive Files Count by Source

Content source Categories Files count

\\fs1\Finance

\\fs1\HR

GDPR

GDPR

GDPR

1300

585

715

1085

952

1500

250
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Activity Related to Sensitive Files and Folders

Action Object type When

fs1

What Who

fs1
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Facilitate the recovery of key data
and learn from past incidents

Analyze exactly how a security incident occurred and use this information to improve your data security strategy
and prevent similar incidents in the future.

Incorporate lessons learned into your data security strategy

fs1.Added

fs1.Read

Activated

Finance.msi
fs1.Added

Who Object type Action What Where When

Activated

WHO ACTION WHAT WHEN WHERE

SEARCH

Search

“ ”Who
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Achieve and prove regulatory compliance

Implement compliance controls across 
your entire infrastructure and regularly 
assess whether they work as intended.

faulty data security controls before 
auditors discover them.

data security controls

particular data subject when they exercise 
their privacy rights under GDPR, CCPA and 
other modern regulations. Provide them 
with a list of this information or erase it 
completely if they withdraw their consent.

Comply with access 
requests

Object Path Permissions Means Granted

Group name: Everyone

Account Permissions

DSAR Searches

Displaying Status: Active | Completed | Cancelled | All Owner: All | Mine

Case ID Search

713-586/2020

713-501/2020

713-586/2020

713-501/2020

713-586/2020

713-501/2020

713-586/2020

713-501/2020

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

View | Template

Add

Case ID:

Last Name:

First Name(s):

Email Address:

Reference:

Add Request

078-05-1130

Submit Cancel

Enable Date Search:

713-586/2020

Johnson

Erica

ericaj5414@hotmail.com

id246574
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Achieve and prove regulatory compliance

Prepare for the bulk of auditors’ 
requests by taking advantage of 
out-of-the-box reports aligned to the 
compliance controls of HIPAA/HITECH, 
PCI DSS, GDPR and other common 
regulations.

Slash time spent on 
compliance preparation 
and audits

Keep your audit trail archived in a 
compressed format for more than 10 years, 
as required by many regulations, while 
ensuring that all audit data can easily be 
accessed by authorized users at any time.

Store and access your 
audit trail for years

Enter your search

Location and retention settings

Long-Term Archive 

Modify
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Netwrix Data Sources

systems
Netwrix platforms include a broad scope of supported systems that provide a single-pane-of-glass-view of what’s 
going on across both data storages and backbone IT systems. This insight enables organizations to understand 
where sensitive data is located, what the risks around it are and what activity is threatening its security.

Active Directory

Windows Server

Network Devices

Audit

Windows File Servers

Dell EMC

SharePoint

Exchange

Oracle Database

SQL Server

Azure AD 

Nutanix Files

Postgre SQL

Google Drive

Box

Dropbox



Netwrix Integration API
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capabilities for improved data security

Get the most from 
your SIEM investment

By feeding granular audit 
data into your HP Arcsight, 

SIEM solutions, Netwrix 
increases the signal-to-noise 
ratio and maximizes SIEM 
value.

Automate

Netwrix integrates with other 
data security, compliance
and data management
tools, thereby automating 

and SecOps processes. 

Centralize auditing 
and reporting

Netwrix collects activity trails 
from any on-premises or 
cloud applications and stores 
them in a secure central 
repository, ready for incident 
investigation and compliance 
inquiries.

Visit the Netwrix Add-on Store at 
Netwrix with your IT ecosystem.

https://www.netwrix.com/netwrix_addons.html?utm_source=content&utm_medium=datasheet&utm_campaign=netwrix-data-security-datasheet
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Why Choose Netwrix?

Fast time to value

Start getting value right out of the box and receive return on your investment in days,
not months.

Trusted advisor

Get a strategic partner, rather than a vendor, and rely on a trustworthy, long-term partnership.

First-class support

with a 97% satisfaction rate.

                                            
                                                                                  Security analyst in healthcare



                                            

Customer Success
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Built for IT environments of all sizes,
Netwrix architecture supports
the growth of your organization

Horizon Leisure Centres accelerates 

the security of sensitive data
and comply with GDPR.

Education

William Woods University uses Netwrix 
to reduce risk of data exposure
and improve security posture.

Government

Johnson County in Kansas streamlines 
detection and investigation
of suspicious events with Netwrix.

Energy

Pike Electric troubleshoots issues 
faster and ensures business continuity 
using Netwrix.
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